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The fractal nature of the universe and the ubiquity of the Phi ratio in nature is well known. 
Although 20th century science has been restricted to materialism and atomism, and it's 
ignoring of consciousness, there is now a resurgence of the understanding of ancient 
wisdom in physics.

The Phi ratio, or Golden Mean, describes the logarithmic spiral fund throughout nature, and 
which is also the vortexing magnetic field measured around the PyraLight. The measured 
magnetic field from the pad is about 90% in the Z axis, vertical to the pad. This spiraling 
pulsed magnetic is a longitudinal wave, whereas the toroidal field in the X and Y axis is 
transverse field. The PyraLight uses the superpulsed frequencies to entrain the user's entire 
body system with this magnetic field as well as 6 x 3W IR LEDs in the pad. The pad output 
can also drive external passive pads and a 650nm nasal laser light.

http://PyraLight.com/


Sound is a longitudinal pressure wave in air. Sound is a powerful entrainer of the brain, 
operating mostly through the primitive parts of the brain. The PyraLight does not incorporate
music, and the user is free to use no music or whichever music they choose during a 
session. As I am aware of Dan Winter's work on fractality and Phi, I looked at his formula 
expressing this relationship:

fractal wavelength = Planck's constant x  Phi ^ N

Planck's constant is the smallest length (1.616x10^-35) at which matter can begin to emerge
from the Field (zero point energy, counterspace, or Ether are some of the names used for it). 
Planck's length is a constant throughout the universe, and is the smallest measurable size 
observable.

The fractal nature of the equation shows up in wavelengths for integer values of N. Red light,
blue light, the diameter of the hydrogen atom and the foot (30.3cm) are examples of 
frequencies which fit into the series of Phi^N values. The orbital time period of some planets 
also are close to the periods of Phi^N waves.

The table at the end of the document shows the results of the wavelength equation in terms 
of light and sound, with  N in the range of 130 to 255.

Here are some examples of values of N which correspond to natural phenomena. 



Physiology and Phi^N

N = 136      wavelength 426nm blue peak absorption for chlorophyll photosynthesis
N = 137      wavelength 689nm red peak absorption for chlorophyll photosynthesis and 
mitochondrial cytochrome C oxidase activation (650nm and 850nm are both peaks)

Photosynthesis: Chlorophyll causes photosynthesis and absorbs blue light of 430nm and red
light of 662nm. It reflects green light, so that plants  appear green.

Mitochondrial Metabolism: Cytochrome C oxidase is the precursor to the ATP synthase  
enzyme in ATP synthesis.

Heart Rate Variability is the breath-
related change in heart rate which
can be measured and analyzed for
determining heart health as well as
the meditative state. If there is no
variability that is an indication of
an impending stroke. Our
physiology runs optimally if the
HRV cycle is 10 seconds per
breath, or 0.1Hz. This frequency is
called the Mayer wave in
medicine. At N=212, the fractal Phi
frequency is 0.09Hz, so the Mayer
wave is Phi^N fractal.



Sound and Phi^N

N = 166  sound frequency = 432.93Hz      432Hz was the natural tuning of the note A before 
the 440Hz standard was adopted by the BSI in 1939. 432Hz is preferred for natural music.

N = 171 sound frequency = 39.0Hz          39Hz is one of the set of Schumann frequencies. At 
40Hz gamma EEG, the two hemispheres are integrated together.

N = 177 sound frequency = 2.18Hz           2Hz is the center of the delta (deep sleep and 
meditation) EEG band      

The Phi ^N fractal frequencies in the audio range are:

N = 170 63Hz
N = 169 102Hz
N = 168 165Hz
N = 167 268Hz
N = 166 432Hz
N = 165 700Hz
N = 164 1133Hz
N = 163 1834Hz
N = 162 2967Hz
N = 161 4800Hz
N = 160 7767Hz
N = 159 12568Hz

The RePhiNed audio files, released as free mp3 downloads, reinforce the entrainment for the
Phi fractal PyraLight pad as the tones used for RePhiNed music is made up only of these Phi 
ratio frequencies, as well as beat frequencies around them related to the PyraLight 
superpulsed frequencies.

 EEG      Chakra  N Frequency    PyraLight
Gamma     7 171 39Hz 40Hz
Beta/Gamma    6 172 24Hz
Beta     5 173 15Hz
Alpha    4 174 9Hz 8Hz
Theta    3 175 6Hz
Delta/Theta    2 176 4Hz
Delta    1 177 2Hz 2Hz

The PyraLight superpulses 2Hz, 8Hz, and 40Hz, which is
very close to N=177, N=174 and N=171.



The Phi^N fractal tones in the RePhiNed music are resonances which are Phi^N extensions 
of the PyraLight pad frequencies. These three videos and mp3s can be used with the 
PyraLight pad, and headphones are ideal for experiencing the beat frequencies. It is 
recommended that the PyraLight nasal light is used at the same time. The magnetic and IR 
signals from the pad are gentle and safe, and the music tracks are all 90 minutes, so it is 
easy to experience a long and deep PyraLight meditation session.

https://youtu.be/BntpaFJqIeo

https://youtu.be/-UHY7KuNg90

https://youtu.be/F_Wqo6q33K4

PyraLight RePhiNed nature.mp3

PyraLight RePhiNed psychedelic.mp3

PyraLight RePhiNed calm relaxed.mp3

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dqbsknrg0m3msnn/PyraLight%20RePhiNed%20nature.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t996fr21du8mrw7/PyraLight%20RePhiNed%20psychedelic.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wjiyeiff3cl6avj/PyraLight%20RePhiNed%20calm%20relaxed.mp3?dl=0
https://youtu.be/F_Wqo6q33K4
https://youtu.be/-UHY7KuNg90
https://youtu.be/BntpaFJqIeo


Physical Dimensions and Phi^N

N = 164      wavelength 0.3026m   30.26cm   one foot = 30.48cm
N = 166      wavelength 0.7922m   79.22cm   one megalithic yard = 83cm

The megalithic yard is measured using the transit of Venus at the equinox dawn and was 
used in 600 megaliths throughout Europe as it was easy to calibrate locally.

Other old units of measurement such as the cubit, yard, and mile  are not close to Phi^N.

Solar System and Phi^N

N = 240    period = 7,694,214 seconds        orbital period of Mercury is 7,600,000  seconds
N = 242    period = 20,142,867 seconds      orbital period of Venus is 19,400,000  seconds
N = 243    period = 32,591,159 seconds      orbital period of Earth is 31,600,000  seconds
(N = 244   period =  52,732,495 seconds     orbital period of Mars is 59.400,000  seconds)
N = 248    period =  361,403 527 seconds   orbital period of Jupiter is 370,000,000  seconds
N = 250    period =  946,126,966 seconds    orbital period of Saturn is 930,000,000  seconds
(N = 254  period =  6,484,305,828 seconds  orbital period of Pluto is 7,810,000,000  seconds)
(N = 255  period =  10,491,606,830 seconds  orbital period of Neptune is 8,200,000,000  
seconds)

So five out of the eight planets have orbital periods close to the Phi^N period, with Mars, 
Pluto and Neptune being part way between Phi^N fractal periods.

Greek and Roman Mythology of Planets: The three planets which have orbital periods which 
are not Phi^N fractal are three more aggressive gods: Mars (Greek Aries) is the god of war; 
Neptune (Greek Poseidon) is the god of the ocean and storms, threatening to sailors, he 
carries the trident of the Hindu god of destruction Shiva; and Pluto (Greek Hades) is the god 
of death and the underworld. These planets have a heavily Yang aspect in mythology.

So we can conclude that the five Yin planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn which



are seen as positive and beneficial influences. They are fractal in Phi^N. The three Yang 
planets Mars, Neptune and Pluto are seen as negative and are not fractal in Phi^N.

Recently discovered by NASA, there are periodic magnetic portals between  the Sun and 
Earth’s  magnetic fields, creating a direct path between them. Portals are cylinder-shaped 
and terminate about 32,000 kilometers above Earth. Approximately every 8 minutes a portal 
opens up and the Sun and Earth fields connect. This period varies, but is observed to average
8 minutes. The period of 8 minutes is 480 seconds. This period is the frequency 0.0021Hz.  

Additionally, light takes an average of 8 minutes and 20 seconds (total 500 seconds, 
frequency  0.002Hz) to travel from the Sun to the Earth. There may be an oscillating 
relationship between the solar light wave propagation and the solar magnetic plasma portal 
pulses as their  periods are so similar. Both frequencies are very close to the light frequency 
for N=220, which is 0.0197Hz, a period of 508 seconds. So these solar phenomena are Phi 
fractal to Planck length as well.

The Hebrew tradition of the Golden Jubilee, in which all debts were forgiven every 49 years, 
prevented exponential debt increase which happens with fiat currencies. For N=251, Phi^N 
fractal period is 1,531,000,000 seconds, and 49 years is  1,545,000,000 seconds, so 49 years
is Phi^N fractal. This connection to the natural fractal time periods may be the reason for 49 
years being chosen for the Golden Jubilee, and is 7x7 years, a significant number in nature. 
Every seventh year in the Golden Jubilee is called a Sabbatical year. 

Seven years is also Phi^N fractal, with N=247, the period being 223,000,000 seconds. Seven 
years in seconds is 221,000,000 seconds. Traditionally, childhood development is described in
7 year cycles, completing at 28 years after 4 cycles. This is the time of the “Saturn return” 
cycle of approximately 28 years, when Saturn returns to the same relative position as when the
baby was born. Saturn's orbital period of 29 years is the average time, but its eccentric orbit 
means the Saturn return for different birth dates ranges from 28-31 years. For N=250, the 
period of 946,000,000 seconds is 30.0 years. Saturn's orbit is Phi^N fractal.

A quarter year is 90 days, marking the solstices and equinoxes. For N=240, the fractal period is
76,900,000 seconds, which is 89 days. The quarter year as well as the full Earth year are Phi^N 
fractal.

The Mayan Tzolkin cycle is 20 periods of 13 days, making 260 days. 13 days is 1123000 
seconds and fractal period N=236 is 1123665 seconds, so the Tzolkin is Phi^N fractal.



Rhythms of Nature and Fractal Phi^N

The fractality of nature
represented by these
Phi^N phenomena
indicates that  the
frequencies in and
below the audio range
in this series are
significant to our
physiology, circadian
rhythms, neurology,
thinking, feelings and
emotions, and
therefore to our state
of consciousness. The
fractal frequencies of
the PyraLight pad are
particularly helpful in
restoring high quality
sleep when used under
the pillow overnight
and avoiding jet lag.

The twelve meridians are turned on sequentially during the  day and night, each active for 2 
hours, causing physiological processes of the body to  activate in sequence. Two hours is 
120 seconds, which is exactly Phi^N fractal for N=217 (period = 120.13 seconds).

The PyraLight pad operates by entraining  the body's natural cycles using fractal Phi^N 
frequencies below audible sound of N=171 (40Hz), N=174 (8Hz) and N=172 (2Hz). They are 
Phi fractal to the N=121 meridian clock period, reinforcing it as well as Mayer wave N=212. 
The PyraLight therefore increases fractal resonance in the body, tuning and locking it into 
the body's natural cycles.

Delivering these PyraLight fractal frequencies is enhanced using a passive pad running from 
the active pad which generates the control signal. Additionally the 650nm double nasal laser,
with  the PyraLight RePhiNed mp3s  further reinforce the entertainment to circadian and 
other physiological cycles.

All these cycles are sine waves. Looking at the frequencies which are fractal at the midpoint 
of the sinewave, it is possible to observe the electrical and magnetic characteristics of the 
entire range of electromagnetic frequencies. The still, magnetic or zero point frequencies are
the ones with are integer N in the Planck's length x Phi^N series.



Yang and Yin extremes correspond to points of maximum expansion and compression of the
sinewave.

When seen in 3D, the rotating sinewave forms a vortex from the maximum expansion of th e 
Yang extreme to the maximum compression of the Yin extreme.  The sinewave spiraling in 
3D cycles from expansion to compression then expansion then compression.

 



Light and Fractal Phi^N

The Tibetan tradition has a fundamental concept of the
Rainbow Light Body. The seven colors of the rainbow
correspond to the seven chakras in yoga. In Taoist
philosophy, the chakras are grouped into three Dan Tiens.
The lower Dan Tien (Hara in Japanese) is the lower three
chakras and is red to yellow. The middle Dan Tien is the
heart chakra, and is green. The upper Dan Tien are the
upper three chakras including the pineal or ajna chakra,
called the celestial eye in Taoism, and is blue to violet.

Red and violet light and exact Planck length x Phi^N
wavelengths.

The PyraLight pad correspondingly uses Phi^N
longitudinal waves, with 40Hz balancing the upper Dan
Tien, and the exact Phi^N fractal frequency of 2Hz
balancing the lower Dan Tien.
The 8Hz Schumann
frequency generated by the
PyraLight is close to the
Phi^N fractal frequency of
9Hz. Schumann has a
number of other resonances,
including Phi^N  frequency of
39Hz, so the PyraLight
directly re-harmonizes the
body to the Earth's natural
Phi^N frequencies in which
we have developed.

Notice that green light is not
a Phi^N number. In
photosynthesis, red and
violet light are taken in by the
chlorophyll but green light is
refracted back out, making
plants have green leaves.



Table of Phi^N fractal frequencies for Light and Sound






